
SHRINE 

-

sprachbus

wishful for another way of organising our daily 

infrastructure

learning from each others language 

and modus operandi

sharing experiences and knowledge 





Challenges:

 = inviting other groups to build a shrine:
- agreeing together on other groups/people/ entities 
- a diverse and complementary mix
- inside and outside the own bubble
- (see list)

 = location 100 days as an instrument:
- using location 100 days for something useful in the longer run
- (list of possible ideas)
- inhabited space instead of clean out space for only 100days
- overlapping perspectives, diverse uses.

 = sharing knowledge
- definitions of shrines
- sharing insights. references, experiences
- hosting the space for 1 or 2 weeks during the documenta 100days

 = budget
- insight in  and sharing budget
- budget for building shrine
- budget for being a productive space during documenta 15
(we have alteady bookbinding machine and collab with KMMN Prac-
tice and trafohaus)

 = location of the shrines
- placement of the shrines is open
- backup from documenta to choose a specific place in the city
-  can be a proposal or mock-up to build a shrine  and use documenta to 
talks with the city.



List of possible groups:

already:
- bruderkirche
- kolor labor
- bipoc community (Shasti)
- Norgard (as related to entities around her)
- South American community
- reinaart
(- elaine W Ho, Bartira, Rieneke(?), Wok the Rock)

Possible:
- …
- …
- …
- … 
- …
- …
- … 
- …
- …
- … 
- …
- …
- … deaf group at agate hof (bettenhausen) or 
other group there
- … glasserei?
- … fc bosporus?
- …(from gottingen?)
- union groups or and miethauser syndicat
- stamtisch bettenhausen (already from previous documenta)
- innergarten Sebastian kmmn practice
- Desaster student cafe
- goethe Gymansium II
- Boxing club at the stern(?)
- kontaktladen: a group to make a shrine?
- deaf group at agate hof or other group there



List of possible venues:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
   - Inhabited space over cleaned out space
   -the idea is to use the 100day spot as an instrument
to improve existing space
to find a space for a longer period of time
to use documents network to find a nice location
   - a location that we can use to host friends and network 
to reside somewhere during 100days
(a football club often has a grass-pitch that could be used maybe as 
small camping site)
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

>>> uni area:
with uni cafe disaster
cycling store
car garage
uni building 
grocery store
etc ....

>>> Boat house
Ahoi
kanu-sport Kassel e.V
Carl‐Schomburg‐Schule
ruderverrein location?
ship on the river(?)
nearby bruderkirche boathouse
…

>>> fc Bosporus
canteen
camping possibility

>>> Bruderkirche area
bruderkirche
social office
anarchist space
Goethe schule
travel agency

>>> Kolorlabor
renovate and activate

>>> agathehof bettenhausen
with maybe the bunker

>>> sandershaus
in and around or talking with 
Heiko to see if there is collab 
needed or possible

>>> going EAST
checking with city planners 
what is possible

>>> WH22 - ahne club?
in the back there is a house and 
a garden

>>> befriended location 
maybe collaborate with an existing 
organisation, to team up.

>>> krilhutten?
small huts, free open spaces /huts 
to be used. Open spaces with a roof
, where communities can use it?

>>> buy or rent a piece of land 
to build on (sustainably related)

>>>  Kiosk (bettenhausen) owned by 
a doctor couple or so, free to use.



Other locations/venues or ideal situations?



Suggestions, remarks, thoughts:











FIRST IDEAS:
(sketchy)

Latin American group:
- library of knowledge and references 
- maybe make a spot in the ruru-haus to regulary meet and install a 
database/library
- Language learning and connected to its application 
- music-sound

Bruderkirche:
- music reference into shrine
- kochtopf, food related
- making an exhibition with ideas for the shrine, definitions of what a 
shrine means for everyone individual, ...

Shasti:
- maybe a location itself as shrine, searching for a location

Kolorlabor:
- location opportunities

reinaart:
- collection of notes on organising as ruangrupa with a western insti-
tution
and on the idea of lumbung/ collective pot

Norgard:
- As a person you are surrounded with entities, acknowledging a 
person as a collective in that way.

Elaine W Ho, Bartelins, Wok the Rock, Rieneke de Vries:
- group of interntational artists who will assist hosting the 100days 
space with their own skills, experiences and energy.

>>>>>>
- having contact with KVV for rual area around kassel
maybe helpful for transport (free abonment ...)
- ... use the documenta artist to get things easier done



TIMELINE

     December 2021:
- all groups invited or in view
- location for 100days more or less known

     Februari 2022:
- plans for shrine more or less clear
- location for shrine clear

     May 2022:
- shrines finished 

     June 2022:
- collection of material, references, tools, exchange material
 ready for installement

     June2022 -September 2022:
- hosting a space
- making a proactive space with things to do, to eat, to print, to make, 
...

     October 2022 - October 2025:
- a friendly space to be used by a few groups







meeting shrine making november 2021
ook_reinaart vanhoe


